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The training characteristics of severely head-injured
patients: a preliminary study
EDGAR MILLER

From the Department of Clinical Psychology, Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge

SUMMARY It is argued that an important aspect of rehabilitation after severe head injury lies in
training or retraining victims in skills required for independent living. Despite this, very little is
known about the training characteristics of head injured patients. It is shown that in the acquisition
of a psychomotor skill severely head injured subjects have very poor starting levels as compared to
normal controls. They show impressive learning to the extent that they considerably close the gap
between themselves and the controls. They also show appreciable transfer of the learned skill from
one version of the task to another. The findings are discussed in terms of their implications for
further understanding of the training process in head injured subjects in ways that could reflect upon
clinical practice in rehabilitation.

There is no doubt that severe head injury can
have profound long-term effects on the victim.
Good follow-up data is sparse but the available
evidence suggests that an appreciable proportion
fail to attain a level of social and occupational
adjustment commensurate with their status prior
to the injury.' It has been found by Bond2
amongst others that the psychological conse-
quences of head injury (changes in memory,
personality, etc) typically have a more deleteri-
ous effect on later adjustment than the physical
impairments (hemiplegia, epilepsy. etc). Promi-
nent among the psychological effects of severe
head injury are impairments in memory or
learning or both. The experimental work on
these deficits, which has been heavily biased
towards studies of verbal learning and memory,
has recently been reviewed by Schacter and
Crovitz.3
There is little that can be done by conven-

tional medical therapies to restore lost func-
tional capacity after brain damage, although
there are means of ameliorating some of the
physical consequences such as epilepsy. In gen-
eral terms much of the onus in rehabilitation
-must be thrown upon ways of training or
retraining the victim in skills necessary for
everyday living and re-entry to independent life
in the community. Despite the considerable
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amount of work on verbal learning and memory
after head injury3 there has been little or no
interest in the training of non-verbal skills.
Studies of training might prove to be of much
more direct relevance to rehabilitation.
The present paper reports some early data from

what is intended will be a much more extensive
investigation of the training characteristics of
severely head injured patients. The writer knows
of no directly redevant previous work on head
injury. Because of this it was decided to start
with the general hypothesis that severely head
injured subjects would show similarities with
another severely "brain damaged" population,
the severely mentally subnormal, with regard to
which there is a substantial literature on
training.

Briefly it appears to be the case that the
severely mentally subnormal have very poor
starting levels on most tasks. Given extensive
and, if necessary, appropriately designed train-
ing opportunities they do learn. On some sur-
prisingly complex tasks they can eventually
achieve approximately the same level of per-
formance as normal subjects. What is also
encouraging is that when matched for the initial
level of learning the severely subnormal retain
skills that they have learned as well as normal
controls. An extensive discussion of these issues
can be found in Clarke and Clarke.4 Whilst no
strong hypothesis is being advanced that the
training characteristics of the severely brain in-
jured and the severely subnornal will be similar
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in every way it is not unreasonable to assume
that the work with the mentally subnormal will
provide a useful model and indication of what
might be expected in looking at the problem of
training the severely head injured patient.

In line with this general argument the present
experiment examined the learning and transfer
of training of head injured subjects using a
moderately difficult psychomotor task that had
been used in previous work with the severely
subnormal.

Subjects and methods

The experimental group consisted of eight male
patients who had suffered severe head injuries
(approximate PTAs ranged from two to eight
weeks). All were young adults (aged 17 to 35
years with a mean age of 23-3 years). They
were tested several months (range approximately
three to 14 months) after their injury and when
they were clearly out of the period of PTA.
All were inpatients in the Rehabilitation Unit
of Addenbrooke's Hospital. Control subjects
were neurologically normal and were matched
closely for age with the experimental group. On
average the control group was better educated
and of higher socio-economic status but there
is no reason to suppose that any small biases
which these differences might have introduced
would be of such an order as to alter the general
picture given by the results.
The experimental task was based on the Min-

nesota Spatial Relations Test which was here
used as a learning task rather than as a "test"
as originally intended. The equipment consists
of four separate rectangular boards (about 79
X22cm) each containing 58 differently shaped
holes. Th,e subject's task in each case was to
fit 58 shapes into their corresponding holes as
quickly as possible. The boards are all of similar,
but by no means exactly equal, difficulty and
were therefore administered in a balanced order
to control for the small differences in difficulty.

Subjects had one trial per working day (Mon-
day to Friday). They had five trials on the first
board (Board A), followed by five trials with the
second board, and so on (Boards B to D) until
all four boards had been completed (20 trials in
all). The measure used was the time in seconds
required to fit all the pieces into the board. All
subjects carried out the task seated at a table.

Results

These are shown in graphical form in fig 1.
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Fig 1 Mean times on successive trials on the four
boards of the Minnesota Spatial Relations Test.

Because of the very large effects observed statis-
tical analysis is somewhat superfluous but it
ought perhaps to be confirmed that the main
effects described were all highly significant when
sufbjected to analysis of variance.

It can be seen that the two groups start at
very different levels with both showing improve-
ments with practice and good transfer of train-
ing from one board to the next. At the end
of the experiment the controls appear to be
very cdose to an asymptote whereas the head
injured group are still improving and have con-
siderably closed the gap between themselves
and the controls.
As shown in fig 1 it looks as if the head in-

jured group is paradoxically learning faster
than the control group. This is almost certainly
due to the fact that the control group, having
started at a level much closer to their optimal
level of performance, have less room for im-
provement. In order to examine relative speeds
of learning it is necessary to match the two
groups for initial starting level. It proved pos-
sible to match fairly closely the mean time taken
by four of the head injured subjects on the first
trial of their fourth board with that for four
control subjects on their first board. Fig 2 shows
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Discussion

At face value the ri

suggest certain conclu
ber of questions. The
but possibly useful,
rehabilitation.
The conclusions are

extremely poor startin
controls, the severely
appreciable learning
There is impressive t
one board to the ne
since most learned sk
situations which are
under which the skil
time of the experimer
head injured group ha
of the controls and at
group is still showing
whilst the controls apj
asymptote. This raises
more extensive trainir

might get very close to the performance level
of the controls. It is likely that the head injured
subjects would never reach the same speed as

Head injury (n=4) the controls and their slower reaction times
would be one factor l:ikely to preclude this.5
Nevertheless considerable further closing of the
gap might be expected.
When both groups are matched for initial

level, as in fig 2, the indication is that the head
injured group improve more slowly and there-
fore may be showing the effects of a learning
impairment. This is not an unlikely state of
affairs but the problem in interpreting fig 2 is

Control (n-4) that in controlling for starting levels other things
have ceased to be matched. The control group
is seen over its first few trials and the other
group over its last. Work on the training of
normal subjects has indicated that even though
the overall nature of the task may not change
throughout thle training period, the actual com-

* ponents of the skill that are critical in per-
2 3 4 5 forming the task do vary with the stage of

training.6 7 Thus it is possible that the compari-
learning in two subgroups son depicted in fig 2 is contaminated because
performance levels. the two groups were not actually learning the

same components of the overall task.
It can be argued that at least part of the

tese two subgroups on the improvement in the head injured group could
rds respectively. The ap- have been due to spontaneous recovery since
r learning is now reversed many of this group were not tested after the
d group being slower to time at which spontaneous recovery could be

presumed to have been completed. Although
this possibility cannot be entirely discounted,
there are reasons for supposing that spontaneous
recovery could not have had a large enough

esults of this experiment effect to invalidate the general conclusions.
isions and prompt a num- Firstly, inspection of the data shows no relation-
results also have a simple, ship between the time elapsed from the accident
practical implication for to starting the experiment on the one hand, and

the apparent rate of learning on the other.
as follows. Despite having Secondly, general clinical observation testifies
g levels as compared with that the general rate of improvement shown by
head injured group shows the head injured group on the experimental task
with continued practice. is vastly in excess of their rate of change in
transfer of training from anv other area of functioning that might be
.xt which is encouraging considered to be affected by spontaneous
ills have to be applied in recovery.
not identical with those In general the results are very comparable

11 was learned. Over the with those obtained from subjects with severe
it th-e performance of the mental subnormality.4 They vindicate the use
is got much closer to that of work on training in subnormality as at least
the end the head injured a starting point for examining the problem of
appreciable improvement training in severe head injury. Workers attempt-

pear to have reached their ing to habiliitate the mentally subnormal have
the possibility that given been put off in the past by the patient's ex-

ig the head injured group tremely poor starting level on any skill. The
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natural assumption is that if the starting level
is very bad then little improvement can be ex-

pected. The demonstration that extensive and
appropriately designed training programmes
could achieve good results despite very poor

initial levels gave the confidence to teach a

much more extensive range of skills to this
patient population. The same situation could be
true in the rehabilitation of the severely head
injured.

The results of this experiment pose further
questions. That of the ultimate possible level
after even more prolonged training has already
been mentioned. If severely head injured sub-
jects are slow to learn as suggested by fig 2 it
may b-e that their rate of learning can be en-

hanced by suitable training strategies. Breaking
the overall task down into separate steps has
proved effective in training the severely sub-
normal and might similarly be useful with the
head injured. A final and important question
relates to the long-term retention of learned
skills. There is little point in training patients
inskills that are rapidly forgotten and the head-
injured subject's ability to remember what he
has learned needs to be examined.

The apparatus used in this study was loaned by
Professor ADB Clarke of the University of Hull

Edgar Miller

and his assistance is gratefully acknowledged.
Thanks are also due to the physicians respon-
sible for the Rehabilitation Unit at Adden-
brooke's Hospital for permission to study
patients under their care.
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